By JASON ARMSTRONG

Inside terror chief’s lair with SEALs

A bill intended to resolve noisy-dog complaints with minimal police assistance is heading to Mayor Billy Kenoi’s desk. The council made the decision Wednesday to table an ordinance that would have required the animal owner to be guilty of an “unlawful act” to be held liable. The ordinance had been pending since 2007.

Nation

Retiree system overhaul mulled

Changes would affect only new hires

Medal maker

Windward planners seek tsunami sirens

By MARK NIESSE

Windward Planning Commission unanimously supported a tsunami warning system. The commission voted 5-0 to recommend the ordinance to the council. The commission has been studying the issue for two years.

When the U.S. military declared that Osama bin Laden had been killed, they emphasized that the U.S. had no direct intelligence that led to his capture. The news of bin Laden’s death came as a surprise to many Americans, who had hoped that he would be brought to justice for his role in the 9/11 attacks.
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Bus fares motor toward reality
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Noisy-dog bill sent to Kenoi

Bill would streamline police response to complaints

MEDAL MAKER

Above: Hilo Intermediate seventh-grader Amy DeSa holds a bronze medal maker of her winning design on Wednesday a bronze medal of her winning design on Wednesday. She says it took her about 10 minutes to dream up the design, then another 20 minutes to set it down on paper. The contest, intended to increase respect and awareness of Mauna Kea among Big Island students, grades 6-12, drew 72 entries. Selected by team art and landscape architects, Amy intermediate won first place. Along with the medal, Amy will receive a $500 grant, which will be used to fund her design. Right: A close-up shows Amy DeSa’s winning design, a free aluminum coin bearing her design. A close-up shows Amy DeSa’s winning design, a free aluminum coin bearing her design. The coin is to be added to provisions that now require developers to provide roads and water. And if passed, the bill would advance to Gov. Neil Abercrombie.
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They had acted on the best intelligence the U.S. had ever had on bin Laden’s whereabouts since he slipped away on May 1, 2011, in Pakistan. They then met with President Obama to discuss the mission. They discussed the mission in the “pretty good chance” that he would find his man. They discussed the mission in the “pretty good chance” that he would find his man. They discussed the mission in the “pretty good chance” that he would find his man. They discussed the mission in the “pretty good chance” that he would find his man. They discussed the mission in the “pretty good chance” that he would find his man. They discussed the mission in the “pretty good chance” that he would find his man.
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